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The solid state photo-of 

8ar3-tetrahydro-l.4-naphtiquinone ring 

lengths greaterthau34oW. Thex-ray 

strates revealed a amnon grotmd state 
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substrates possessing the 4aB,5,8, 

systm,&,hasbeen studied atwave- 

crystal stnzctures of these sub- 

confbrmation irrespective of substi- 

tution. Despite their identical ground state conformations, four different 

reactivity patterns emerged. 
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Intermleculm k + =2_] cycloadditkm to centrosymmetric dtiers was 

the reaction path for substrates Wch Five crystal structures %n which 

adjacent pa%rs ofmlecules wltF&n a crystallographic cell are related by a 

centreofsymmetrywi*therea.ctTng &~lebondsorientedparallel and at 

a centre-to-cenhe separation of 5 4.04X 

intramolecular 6ydrogen a&traction by an axygen of an excited carbonyl 

.uriety proceeds via a fGr_ ered cyclic trdion state occurred in 

substrateswhich lacked the intemolecular cm3entationnecsssary for diineri- 

zatcon but uiiicT~had the pi em@.sLte B-gem in the plane of the carbo- 
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nyl. mup and witfin a distance of 5 Z.S& of the oxygen. The Hg-O-C angle 

in all cases was very close to the optimum angle for efficient hydrogen 

abstraction by the n-orbital of oxygen. 

Intramolecular y-hydroplen abstraction by the &carbon of an excited 

.enone system became the predominant reaction only in substrates which are 

believed to have 1-l-g II, Ii* stat=. 7% dlstance hetueen tk hydrogen 

and the abstracttig carbon was f. 2.8911. Synce th5 abstracting orbstal in 

this instance is the 2p orbital of car&n, the opt&rum geometry for effi- 

cient abstraction differs from that which obtains for the g-process. 

Tb fourth reaction type encountered %n tF&c investigation was intra- 

molecular ccxetane 

the prerequisites 

that this process 

these compounds. 

for3nation. It occurred only in one substrate which lacked 

for all the other three processes. There are indications 

is the least preferred photo&e&Cal reaction pathway for 

Our results on photochemical hydrogen abstractions of both the g- and 

y- types suggest that under favourtile conditions such abstractions can 

occur over distances at least as great as the sum of the van dex Uaals radii 

of hydrogen and the abstracting atom. 
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